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Academic Publishing Workflow



The scholarly 
workflow

Kramer and Boesman, 
2015
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Finding reviewers, finding 
journals



Traditional peer reviewer finder

1. Create a taxonomy 
2. Tag an article by subject
3. Tag reviewers by subject. 
4. Match articles and reviewers using the tags



Business use cases

Article to article

Article to person

Article to journal



Finding a peer reviewer

26% of US academics contacted for peer review in 2016 declined 
because the paper was outside their subject area

[Wiley, presentation to the ALPSP Annual Conference 2017]



AI-based peer reviewer finder

1. Create a taxonomy 
2. Tag an article by subject - automated
3. Tag reviewers by subject - automated
4. Match articles and reviewers using the tag -automatic



UNSILO Concept Extraction
Pseudohyponatremia: Does It Matter in Current Clinical Practice?
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3894530/
doi: 10.5049/EBP.2006.4.2.77

Key: Chemical Anatomy Disease Species

Serum consists of water (93% of serum volume) and nonaqueous components, mainly lipids and proteins (7% of serum 
volume). Sodium is restricted to serum water. In states of hyperproteinemia or hyperlipidemia, there is an increased 
mass of the nonaqueous components of serum and a concomitant decrease in the proportion of serum composed of 
water. Thus, pseudohyponatremia results because the flame photometry method measures sodium concentration in 
whole plasma. A sodium-selective electrode gives the true, physiologically pertinent sodium concentration because it 
measures sodium activity in serum water. Whereas the serum sample is diluted in indirect potentiometry, the sample is 
not diluted in direct potentiometry. Because only direct reading gives an accurate concentration, we suspect that 
indirect potentiometry which many hospital laboratories are now using may mislead us to confusion in interpreting the 
serum sodium data. However, it seems that indirect potentiometry very rarely gives us discernibly low serum sodium 
levels in cases with hyperproteinemia and hyperlipidemia. As long as small margins of errors are kept in mind of 
clinicians when serum sodium is measured from the patients with hyperproteinemia or hyperlipidemia, the present 
methods for measuring sodium concentration in serum by indirect sodium-selective electrode potentiometry could be 
maintained in the clinical practice.

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3894530/


UNSILO Concept Extraction



Selecting a peer reviewer



Selecting a journal



Role of the Publisher



The 
right 
tool for 
the job
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Give advice



Take-aways



Solving business problems with AI tools
         
● Look for a business use case
● Choose the most appropriate tool

○ Understand what machines can or cannot do well
○ Combine human and machine tools wherever possible

● Advise on how to use and evaluate
○ Avoid multiple point solutions
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